
ERP, WMS,
WIFI, &
SCANNERS

SOUTHWIND
FOODS A SUCCESS STORY BY

AUTOMATION FOR
BUSINESS GROWTH

"This custom-
tailored system is
now the backbone
of our company 's
operations . "

All in sub-zero temperatures.

Southwind Foods utilizes their business
software system to it 's fullest potential
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        outhwind Foods' commitment
to customer service has led to
incredible growth over the years,
allowing Southwind to expand 
across the country. With a national
footprint, there’s a good chance
that the seafood you buy at your
local grocery store came from
Southwind Foods.

The Situation

As you can imagine, Southwind
Foods processes and distributes a
very high volume of seafood every
single day. This is especially true in
Los Angeles, which remains their
main hub of operations.
Southwind lacked a facility large
enough to handle their volume, 

A U .S . owned and operated company importing the
finest seafood from around the world uses ERP & WMS
to keep service high as their company grows .
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Southwind Foods was
founded in Los
Angeles, CA in 1999,
quickly expanding to
open locations in Salt
Lake City, UT and
Phoenix, AZ.
Southwind is a major
importer, packager
and distributor of high
quality seafood, meat
and poultry, supplying
major grocery chains
and independent
markets nationwide.

and had previously used a
substantial amount of outside cold
storage facilities, driving costs up
significantly. With continued growth
and long term profitability in mind,
Southwind Foods constructed two
massive frozen storage facilities and
consolidated operations into a larger
facility. The benefits of this ambitious
strategy were obvious, but it also
presented a set of major challenges
to overcome in order to make a
project like this feasible. 

Key Challenges

From a logistical standpoint,
Southwind needed to create an
automated stocking and fulfillment
system that included put-away logic,
pallet management and pick 

Not every WMS scanner
can handle -10° F, but
The Attivo Group found
the solution.

selection, and make these activities a
pain-free exercise. Their system
needs to know exactly where
everything is at all times to support
FIFO rotation, Country of Origin, and
other critical product information,
and do it all in real time. To support
all of this, they needed to add an
advanced Warehouse Management
System (WMS) to their Macola ERP
system, WiFi throughout the facility,
and bar code scanners that could
operate in sub-zero temperatures. 

STORYSUCCESS

SUCCESSFUL FOOD
DISTRIBUTION
AUTOMATION



THE  SOLUTION RESULTS

“This custom-tailored system is now the backbone of our
company’s operations.  It is extremely efficient and accurate and
we rely on it to support the high volume of product that we handle
every day.  It keeps us totally compliant with all of the regulatory and
customer requirements that we need to deal with, and has helped us
keep our costs as low as possible.”  

Don Sutherland, CFO, Southwind Foods
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STORYSUCCESS

“

The facility move and deployment of the
warehouse management system was
completed in 2016.  Sales growth has
continued and the company has a very
solid infrastructure to enable their
success and increase their profitability.
The pallet management system,
enhanced to support the unique
requirements for put away and pick logic
in a challenging environment, has
proven to be a durable and game-
changing technology for the company.

Serving customers nationwide, The Attivo
Group, Inc. provides world-class business
management software and consulting services
to small and mid-sized manufacturers,
distributors and service companies. Through
assistance in implementing best practices, the
Company works with clients to optimize and
redesign business processes that integrate
front-and back-office systems to significantly
reduce the cost of operations.

For more information please call
(877) 428-8486,
email: info@attivoconsulting.com, or visit
www.attivoconsulting.com.

Southwind Foods turned to their ERP
support team, The Attivo Group, Inc. to solve
their challenges. Attivo worked closely with
WiSys LLC, a preferred provider of WMS
Systems that integrate with Macola ERP, and
together created an enhanced put away,
pallet management and pick system tailored
to their specific requirements. Attivo
brought in Emkat, Inc. to handle the
intricacies of the wireless infrastructure that
the system would run on. Honeywell
provided the scanner equipment designed
to function in -10° F temperatures. 



S U C C E S S  S T O R Y

Business 
Process Assessment & 
Improvement

ERP Automation Software

Warehouse Management
Systems (WMS)

Quality Management

CRM and Sales Force 
Automation

EDI & eCommerce

Mobile Applications

Cloud Hosting services

Real Time Reporting

Continous Improvement
Roadmap
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877-428-8486

www.AttivoConsulting.com

call  877-428-8486  to  get  started  on  your  roadmap  to  success


